Analytic Combinatorics for Multi-Object Tracking and Higher Level Fusion
Intended Audience.
The intended audience is any engineer, Ph.D. student, and interested person working in multiobject tracking and data fusion. The development should be of special interest to individuals
working in what is often called random finite sets (or finite point processes), and those
working on large problems requiring principled approximations. Open discussion of
problems and specific interests are welcome.
Description.
This tutorial is designed to facilitate understanding of the classical theory of Analytic
Combinatorics (AC) and how to apply it to problems in multi-object tracking and higher level
data fusion. AC is an economical technique for encoding combinatorial problems—without
information loss—into the derivatives of a generating function (GF). Exact Bayesian filters
derived from the GF avoid the heavy accounting burden required by traditional enumeration
methods. Although AC is an established mathematical field, it is not widely known in either
the academic engineering community or the practicing data fusion/tracking community. This
tutorial lays the groundwork for understanding the methods of AC, starting with the GF for
the classical Bayes-Markov filter. From this cornerstone, we derive many established filters
(e.g., PDA, JPDA, JIPDA, PHD, CPHD, MultiBernoulli, MHT) with simplicity, economy,
and insight. We also show how to use the saddle point method (method of stationary phase)
to find low complexity approximations of probability distributions and summary statistics.
Prerequisites
First course in probability or signal processing.
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